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Abstract. This paper presents and discusses an analysis of the industrialization 
and manufacturing steps within the Product Life cycle Management (PLM) 
context. Initially, PLM was focused almost exclusively on the product design, 
but nowadays, it tends to cover all the stages of the product life cycle. In the 
same time, the industrialization and the manufacturing are not sufficiently 
integrated into the PLM solutions. Actually, there is much to be gained by 
extending the coverage of PLM to production stage in order to lead to 
interaction. This coverage depends on several features (for instance the 
frequency of product data modification). It also leads to an information 
exchange then to a classification of these information into categories. The main 
purpose of this paper is to study how to extend the PLM coverage of the life 
cycle stages by defining a mapping between information categories and the 
Information Systems (IS), which manages product manufacturing, for each 
feature. 
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1   Introduction 

Manufacturing enterprises are facing several challenges such as shorten innovation 
lead-times, reduction of time to market, reduction of costs, mass customization 
demands, more complex products, improving product quality, geographically 
dispersed design teams, inventories subject to rapid depreciation and rapid fulfillment 
needs [1]. Nowadays, the need of deploying PLM system becomes more and more 
important in order to tackle theses challenges. The PLM is a business strategic 
approach that leads to develop an attractive system which ensures customer 
satisfaction. PLM applies a set of business solutions to support the collaborative 
creation, management, dissemination, and the use of product definition information 
across the extended enterprise from concept to end-of-life. It integrates people, 



processes, business systems and information together [2]. In the PLM context, the 
product lifecycle consists of three main phases: the Beginning Of Life (BOL) 
including requirements, design, industrialization and production; the Middle Of Life 
(MOL) including logistics, use, and maintenance; and End Of Life (EOL) including 
reverse logistics, remanufacturing, reuse, recycle, and disposal [3]. In fact, with the 
increasingly demand of complex products and the advancements in Computer Aided 
Design (CAD) and Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) technologies, more and more 
data are being generated. These data are related to the development of products such 
as CAD drawings, 3D models and the documentation related to the requirements 
management and development [4]. Actually, design consists of the most developed 
product life cycle stage. Thus, PLM covers requirements analysis, design and 
industrialization almost total way. In fact, even if it covers all life cycle phases, there 
are still many interactions not yet resolved such as the interaction with production 
management. Therefore, PLM focuses mainly on virtual product and process 
development. The interaction with production management becomes more and more 
required. The coverage of production management by PLM leads to the full 
interaction between the two parties. It is dependent on several features such as 
frequency of product data modification, number of manufacturing systems producing 
the same product and so on. The definition of these features and its impact on the 
PLM coverage is also very important to avoid data inconsistencies. The  identification 
of exchanged information between PLM and production is also important. PLM 
should supports the communication of information to production and consequently 
information feedback [5]. In order to accomplish the study of the PLM coverage 
extension, we propose to identify the different exchanged information between PLM 
and production and classify these information into categories such as product design, 
manufacturing process, manufacturing system configuration and manufacturing 
system design. After defining the features and information categories, we suggest to 
identify the different IS which manages production such as Manufacturing Execution 
System (MES) and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). Therefore, we can establish 
a mapping between information categories and IS that allows us to define what 
information can be managed by what IS according to the features defined earlier. This 
paper describes the PLM coverage of life cycle stages, particularly the production 
stage. We first present the features that impact this coverage and the information 
categories that  that can be exchanged between PLM and production. The mapping 
between information categories and IS according to the features is also presented 
before the conclusion. 

2   Closed-loop PLM 

During BOL, the information flow is quite complete between design and 
industrialization. Virtual product and process data such as product design, Electronic 
Bill Of Material (EBOM), Manufacturing Bill Of Material (MBOM), process plans 
and so on; are produced within design and industrialization product lifecycle stages. 
However, the information flow becomes vague or unrecognized after the 
industrialization stage. This prevents the feedback of product-related information such 
as production status, updated BOM, updated process plans and so on; from production 
back to engineering [3]. Both design and industrialization stages form the engineering 
phase within BOL. Sufficient and up-to-date engineering data should be 



communicated to production management  in order to start the product 
manufacturing. In return, design and industrialization need sufficient and dynamic 
real-time shop floor data gathered by production to optimize and enhance its 
engineering data and works. These feedbacks of product information become 
important in order to allow each lifecycle stage to make decisions while having 
visibility to others lifecycle stages.  
To synthesize, we conclude that this data exchange is between a high-level 
information provided by design and industrialization and a low-level information 
provided by production management. It allows to form a closed loop among design, 
industrialization and production. The closed loop among design, industrialization and 
production is illustrated in fig.1. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Closed loop among design, industrialization and production 

3   Problem Statement 

In an extended enterprise context, PLM support needs to connect the product 
design and analysis  processes to the production and vice versa [5]. In order to realize 
this goal, PLM should cover design, industrialization and production stages. The 
coverage of the different stages may vary according to several features. For instance 
we can identify: 

•  Frequency of product data modification. When this frequency is high that 
means that information flow that begins from the design to the 
industrialization in coming to  production become important. This increase 
of information flow is due to the product-related information modification 
such as requirements, designs, BOMs and so on. This flow of information is 
low when the enterprise produces the same products without modifications 
so the frequency of product data modification becomes low. 

•  Frequency of making to market of new products. This frequency is high 
when the enterprise introduces sometimes new products. The creation, 
development and introduction of this new product imply the creation of new 
designs, BOMs, process plans and so on. Therefore, the information flow 
from design to production increases. However this flow of information is 



low when the enterprise produces the same products for long periods of time 
so the frequency of making to market of new products becomes low. 

•  Number of manufacturing systems producing the same product. We 
distinguish two case for this feature: In the first case, the enterprise has 
different manufacturing systems located in several countries which implies 
the difference in ways and means to produce the same product. For example, 
the cost of labor is low in Asia that promotes manual production. However,  
in other countries the same product is manufactured by machines and robots. 
In this case, the coverage of product life cycle stages by PLM cannot exceed  
the common process plan produced during the industrialization stage. 
Preserving the specificity of each manufacturing site becomes important. In 
the second case, we have the same manufacturing systems that produce the 
same product.  

To synthesize, the PLM coverage of product life cycle stages should be variable 
according to these features. 

4   Exchanged information between design, industrialization and 
production 

As we know, the interaction between design/industrialization as a high-level 
information and production management as a low-level information becomes 
important. Therefore, it seems necessary to classify these information into categories. 
In fact, we distinguish four categories of product-related information: product design, 
manufacturing process, manufacturing system configuration and manufacturing 
system design. Exchanged information between design/industrialization and 
production is shown in Fig.2. 

4.1   Information required for production 

The most important advantage of data exchange between PLM and production 
management is to allow the latter stage enforcing as-planned record generated by 
industrialization stage and also enforcing manufacturing system configuration data 
and manufacturing system design data as shown in Fig. 2. All these data should be 
communicated to production stage in order to avoid mistakes and gaps. The as-
planned record include the product information provided by CAD tools, such as the 
attributes of the parts, product design and drawing, structure relationship, EBOM and 
so on; and the manufacturing process information provided by Digital Manufacturing 
(DM) and Manufacturing Process Management (MPM) tools, such as process plans, 
manufacturing proceeding, 3D models, MBOM and so on [6]. The data generated by  
manufacturing system configuration determine how to produce the product such as 
routes, work instructions, man-hour, Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) code, 
Compute Numerical Control (CNC) code, manufacturing system parameters, Human 
Machine Interface (HMI) code and things alike [7]. The manufacturing system design 
is the step that contains information related on the capacity of manufacturing system 
to produce the appropriate product. It should communicates to production all 
information about machines notice, materials, machines 3D models, manufacturing 
system simulations and so on. As we mentioned earlier, all these data should be put 



into production management in order to manufacture the product using updated 
engineering data. 

4.2   Information generated by production 

Production management is also critical to engineering when it monitors and reports 
what actually occurred on the physical factory floor. As-built record is the creation of 
a virtual counterpart to the physical product [8]. In fact, the as-built record contains 
three categories of data : data concern manufacturing process, manufacturing system 
configuration and manufacturing system design. The data concerning process should 
be the performance indicators of each operation (non-quality and traceability) and so 
on; these information are useful to update product and process. In order to update the 
manufacturing system configuration, the data communicated by production should be 
the PLC & CNC program failures and performance indicators (cadence) and so on. 
Finally, data concerning manufacturing system design should be the maintenance 
operations (curative & preventive), failures and so on. These information are useful 
modify the physical part of the manufacturing system. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Exchanged information between design/industrialization and production 

4.3   Closed loop 

The described information mentioned earlier form the main contents of the data 
exchange between design/industrialization and production. The transfer of 
information from production to design/industrialization forms a closed loop between 
the information categories generated by production and the information categories 
provided to production. To synthesize, we conclude that this information exchange 
allows closing the loop from as-built records to as-designed/as-planned records. Fig.2 
shows the closed loop formed by design/industrialization and production exchange. 

 



5   Mapping between information categories and the different IS 

5.1   Industrial information system 

In order to lead production operations in the manufacturing enterprise, we 
distinguish three main IS that manage production. These IS have different tasks and 
structures. The first system is the PLM that is mentioned earlier. The second is the 
Enterprise Resource Planning that encompasses a wide range of software products 
supporting day-to-day business operations [9]. It ensures production process 
optimization control, optimization operation and optimization management 
technology that takes production synthesis index as the target [10]. Finally, the 
Manufacturing Execution System that aims at executing manufacturing plans. It 
builds a bridge between CNC machine tools and PLCs on the lower level and the ERP 
system on the higher side [11]. MES has eleven functions defined by Manufacturing 
Execution System Association (MESA) [12]: Resource Allocation and Status, 
Operations/Detail Scheduling, Dispatching Production Units, Document Control, 
Data Collection/Acquisition, Labor Management, Quality Management, Process 
Management, Maintenance Management, Product Tracking & Genealogy and 
Performance Analysis.  

5.2   Mapping Problem 

After identifying the different categories of product-related information as well as the 
different ISs, we have to define which category of information is managed by which 
IS. Therefore, we suggest to define a mapping between information categories and IS. 
The coverage of each of the IS varies according to the features mentioned in section 
3. We have chosen to realize tables that summarize this mapping according to each 
feature. In our study, we focus on the case of companies that have the three IS 
detailed in section 5.1. Indeed, part of the role of the ERP the product-related 
information that ERP have are limited to items references and manufacture operations 
sequence without details. For these reasons, the mapping will focus only on the PLM, 
MES and other possible systems that can manage product information. 

5.2.1   Mapping according to the feature : Frequency of product data modification 

When the frequency of product data modification is high, it means that the enterprise 
produces a customized product. This type of production is characterized by a low 
volume of production and a high variance of product. Therefore, the enterprise tends 
to encompass all information categories in PLM system in order to avoid losing 
product-related information that change rapidly. This is the most ideal mapping that 
the enterprise can deploy. The MES system is only a user of information. Table 1 
shows the mapping according to high frequency of product data modification. 

 

 

 
 
 



 

Table 1. Mapping according to high frequency of product data modification. 

 
 PLM MES Other 

Product Design  ����    
Manufacturing Process  ����    
Manufacturing System Configuration  ����    
Manufacturing System Design  ����    

 
When the frequency of product data modification is low, it means that the enterprise 
produces the same product for long periods of time. This type of production is 
characterized by a high volume of production and a low variance of product. The 
enterprise tends to encompass product design and manufacturing process in PLM, 
manufacturing system configuration in MES and manufacturing system design in 
other IS (For instance, PDM dedicated to manufacturing system). The question that 
arises is why we don’t use the ideal mapping in this case. In fact, the consideration of 
costs and gains is important. The enterprises choose this mapping because its 
advantage is the information consistency provided by PLM / MES interoperability. Its 
disadvantage is the PLM/MES interoperability costs. 

Table 2. Mapping according to low frequency of product data modification. 

 
 PLM MES Other 

Product Design  ����    
Manufacturing Process ����    
Manufacturing System Configuration   ����   
Manufacturing System Design    ����  

 
5.2.2   Mapping according to the feature : Frequency of making to market of new 

products 

In fact, the mapping according to the frequency of making to market of new products 
has almost the same feature as the mapping of high frequency of product data 
modification. Table 1 and Table 2 show the mapping according to high and low 
frequency of making to market of new products. 

5.2.3  Mapping according to the feature : Number of manufacturing systems producing 
the same product  

We suppose in our study that if there are several manufacturing systems that produce 
the same product then they are necessarily different. Therefore, we distinguish two 
cases : one production system and several production systems that produce the same 
product. The first case means that the enterprise doesn’t have a management problem 
of specificities of the different manufacturing systems that produce the same product. 
Therefore, PLM can encompasses all information categories as shown in Table 3.   



 

Table 3. Mapping according to the use of one production system. 

 
 PLM MES Other 

Product Design  ����    
Manufacturing Process ����    
Manufacturing System Configuration  ����    
Manufacturing System Design  ����    

 
When the enterprise deploys several production systems to produce the same product, 
the task of information management of each manufacturing system becomes difficult. 
Therefore, the local MES system will manage the manufacturing system configuration 
and the manufacturing system design. Each local MES system communicates with the 
global PLM. Table 4 shows the mapping when the enterprise produces the same 
product by several manufacturing systems. 

Table 4. Mapping according to the use of several production systems. 

 
 PLM MES Other 

Product Design  ����    
Manufacturing Process ����    
Manufacturing System Configuration   ����   
Manufacturing System Design    ����  

 

Conclusion 

The need for a more effective methodology supporting the extension of the PLM 
coverage of life cycle stages is clearly stated by academics and practitioners 
worldwide. This coverage depends on several features based on information 
exchanged among design, industrialization and production. The main purpose of this 
paper is to contribute in extending PLM to production by proposing a mapping 
between exchanged information and IS which manages the product manufacturing. 
This mapping is defined for each feature of the PLM coverage. We have suggested 
three features :  frequency of product data modification, frequency of making to 
market of new products  and number of manufacturing systems producing the same 
product. Besides, we have defined a mapping between information categories and the 
different IS for each PLM coverage feature which allows us to distinguish the impacts 
of this mapping on enterprises. This mapping, however, allows us to think about other 
combinations such as what can be the PLM coverage when the enterprise has several 
production systems that produce the same product and the frequency of product data 
modification is high. Therefore, they are important to choose the technical solution 
that realizes the interaction between PLM and production, in other words the 
PLM/MES interoperability. The Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) may be the best 
solution [13]. We have chosen this technique because it offers mechanisms of 



interoperability that allow different technologies to be dynamically integrated, 
independently of the system’s platform in use [14]. Therefore, the services will be 
adapted to all mapping combinations. 
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